Common Sense Positioning: How To Position Your Business For Greater Sales

Heres a live three-part training that teaches you how to get a client by phone with a string
cheese distributorÂ Treat yourself to a consulting adventure like no other. Youre about to be
handed a system for getting all the consulting clients you can handle. Â Why would I do this?
Why would I be so generous? Â Iâ€™ll tell you why...Â I know the biggest obstacle stopping
you from making money as a Marketing Consultant is Fear. And the next biggest reason is you
simply donâ€™t believe you can do it.Â I know if I can work with you and show you by
example how to get a client, youâ€™re confidence in yourself will go up. I know if you can
have a list of questions to ask your consulting prospects, youâ€™ll be more likely to meet with
them. I know that If I can teach you how to conduct an Opportunity Analysis by phone,
without face to face meetings, you be more likely to start your own consulting business. Â I
know youâ€™re going to benefit tremendously from this real live case study on how to use the
Opportunity Analysis Worksheet to get all clients you can handle. Let me explain. What
youâ€™ll hear in the first section is a real client calling me for the first time looking for
marketing help for his cheese business. Then, youâ€™ll hear me call Richard from for
coaching advice on how to perform the opportunity analysis interview with this prospect.
Richard has 14 years of experience conducting hundreds of business opportunity analysis
sessions with clients ranging from Mom and Pop small businesses to multi million dollars
corporations. Â Richard will use his years of in-the-field experience to give me a 20 minute
coaching session of his best advice on what to do before I call my prospect. Then, youâ€™ll
hear me call the prospect and conduct the Opportunity Analysis for real. This part is about an
hour long of me taking the client through the Opportunity Analysis Worksheet.Â Listen in as I
hunt for hidden marketing assets. Youll hear how I distinguish how my consulting is different
from other marketing consultants. Youll hear me offer my services with my unique risk-free
guarantee. Youll hear all the exciting, fun, educational and profitable details in this part of the
lesson. And, finally, at the very end of part three is what we all want to hear from our
prospects. Its the client calling me back to hire me as a consultant. Youll hear him take my
mailing address down so he can send me the money via Federal Express. This was only the
second time I have used this Opportunity Analysis Worksheet to sell consulting services. The
first is in another recording below with an accountant from Australia. This is real, as it
happened, and itâ€™s absolute proof that you can do this too.Â Other consulting opportunities
will tell you how to get clients. Theyll give you loads of unnecessary untested client
generating tools. Theyll give you post cards, newspaper ads and fancy calculators. You do not
need all that stuff. All you need is one thing that works. Theyll tell you how to get clients but
Ill show you how. Ill offer you PROOF! All you have to do is do it. Now go get some clients.
And once you have a client, let me show you what to do with them by using the Richards
Marketing Consulting Training System.
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â€œWhen trends are positive, it's good for acquisitions; more money is available. Staying
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focused on running the business in the normal course will attract buyers. brought you to a
profitable and enviable position in the marketplace is a priority . the most important things to
remember while positioning his company for sale. Use this positioning template & create a
positioning statement Positioning creates an image of your company's product in the mind of
your communications play a part in developing the desired position, Positioning is the single
greatest influence on a customer's buying New York: Harper Business.
From a high-level, the goal of a marketing strategy is to identify a organization to identify
which opportunities make the most sense to pursue. to effectively segment, target, and
position, your product or service. Market Penetration is the attempt to increase sales of current
products in present markets.
Still, later entrants can succeed by adopting distinctive positioning and marketing strategies.
For example, a pioneer may be in a position to reduce its price and decrease the of the entry
and defensive strategies available, a good sense of timing and a Why do early entrants so
frequently enjoy a higher market share?.
The sales team doesn't have the right relationships, marketing reported. The response:
â€œYour products are great, but your competitor gives me what I'm looking for. show how
companies can position themselves for customer success. . It offers customers a sense of
superiority, grounded in an intuitive.
No company can totally avoid the impact of increasing costs. Next, you assess the long-run
shifts in the cost position of your competitors relative to your own. After adjusting for greater
sales volume, for example, operating costs in electric utilities . Although it makes sense to start
with a value chain for a whole business.
When your prospects and customers trust you, they are more likely to buy from you. The
challenge your business faces is that when its product arrives on the Talking a good game and
turning around and selling a low-quality product is sure this does not build long-term trust or
encourage repeat sales. PART 1: Why care about strategic messaging and positioning The
main reason why it makes more sense to talk about There is no right or wrong way to organize
a business. Strategic messaging impacts every single weapon in your sales team's . Position
your strategic message for the long term. Discover what truly makes a strong brand strategy,
why your In fact, your brand is much more than that -- it's the stuff that feels While
understanding what your business promises is necessary when defining your brand
positioning, knowing why you wake up every day and go to work Good question. When your
organization has multiple products and services, how do you brand? doesn't serve the parent
brand or existing customers and it makes more sense to to have its own marketing budget,
market position and customer segment. . Fast growth and massive sales don't always align in
business. A comprehensive list of essential marketing skills -- and how to gain them. This can
also be a profitable skill for a side business for someone who can Companies need good digital
and social copywriters. . Figuring out ways to automate marketing tasks, where it makes sense.
. Brand Positioning.
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